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Description of a 3-dimensional track reconstruction procedure applied
for the 6-layer system of the drift chambers of the Forward Spectrometer
of SPES4- experiment is given. The setup is characterized by low track
multiplicity (one or a few tracks), a few random noise clusters per layer,
and many ghost tracks. The procedure consists of pattern recognition and
ghost pattern removal. The latter is done by optimization of insuÆciency





This study is aimed at adaptation of a previously developed track recon-
struction procedure [1] for the Forward Spectrometer of SPES4- experi-
ment [2]. The former 2-dimensional solution has been generalized for the
3-dimensional problem. A new algorithm for recognition and removal of
ghost tracks has been added. This paper describes the procedure of track
reconstruction and presents results of its application to the drift chambers
of the Forward Spectrometer. The procedure is quite exible to be applied
for various detectors.
Track reconstruction is based here on the following concept. Track recon-
struction consists of two major tasks: pattern recognition and ghost pattern
removal. The latter implies recognition of real tracks among all visible pat-
terns. Thus, track reconstruction consists of pattern recognition and real
track recognition. To solve the problem, one should dene these objects, the
patterns and the real tracks, and create a computer algorithm which nds
them in the data.
All the studied objects are specic compositions of the elements that
are other smaller objects. The computer program should nd in the data
all combinations of the elements conforming to the denitions. To avoid
combinatorial explosions the data are processed by ltering algorithms. In
this paper ltering is processing of data by little portions with recognition
of objects by parts. Early recognition of parts resulting in unreal or wrong
objects and their removal allows to avoid the combinatorial explosions.
A review of other known methods of track reconstruction can be found
in [3, 4].
Some of them use similar concepts. In particular, an approach based on
a compatibility graph (section 2.1.13 of [3]) implies division of the problem
to two parts, what we call the pattern recognition and ghost pattern removal
stages.
The method described in [4] considers the problem \from the computer
vision point of view". Two rst steps of this procedure are exploration, that
is producing \a list of hypotheses or candidate models for the description of
the data", and selection, choosing \a set of models from the hypotheses".
These two steps are also similar to our pattern recognition and ghost pattern
removal stages.
The authors of [4] apply for the selection the Minimum Description
Length (MDL) principle established in computer science. By this princi-
ple \those models are selected from the set of hypotheses that describe the
data with the shortest possible encoding." The proposed expression for the
length of encoding is similar to our control sum derived from principles of
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maximum likelihood.
The computer program is coded by an object oriented way in the C++
programming language. It works with classes from a range of original li-
braries. The crucial one is a 3-dimensional geometrical class library provid-
ing denitions of geometrical primitives: vector, point, straight line, poly-
gon, etc. and denitions of volumes allowing to describe an experimental
setup by a structure of geometrical volumes. Object oriented programming
provides scaling of the program and its re-use, that is the possibility to in-
crease the size of the program at broadening or generalizing of its purpose
or at making the calculations more detailed, and possibility to re-use the
program for a dierent problem.
2 Experimental conditions
-particles with momentum about 7 GeV/c are scattered in a liquid-hydrogen
target, g. 1. The target is positioned between the poles of the magnet
TETHYS at the entry to the magnetic eld region. The magnet poles have
size 1:0 1:0 m
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with a gap of 0:5 m. The magnetic eld has vertical orien-
tation and turns the positively charged particles to the left (looking down-
stream the beam). The protons and 
+
-mesons emitted from the target
are passed between the poles of the magnet and registered by the Forward
Spectrometer [2]. The -particles scattered in the target at the angle of
about 0:8
Æ
to the left in the XZ plane (thus the trajectory remains in the
XZ plane) pass via the magnet gap and holes of the detectors of the Forward
Spectrometer and are registered by the SPES4 spectrometer [5]. The drift
chambers of the Forward Spectrometer measures the track direction of the
charged particle. The particle momentum is calculated by extrapolation of
its trajectory to the target and by evaluation of the trajectory curvature in
the eld of the magnet TETHYS.
We will use a global coordinate system with center placed at the center
of the magnet gap, g. 1. The z axis runs nearly along the beam. The x
and z axes lie in the horizontal plane. The y axis is directed upwards. In
this system the center of the target is at the point (26; 0; 520) mm. The
length of the target is 6 cm.
The Forward Spectrometer has 6 layers of drift chambers. The planes
of the layers are parallel to each other. They are together rotated by 5:1
Æ
around the y axis, g. 1. Each layer has a gap in the middle for passing the
beam, g. 2. Wires in dierent layers have dierent directions providing
reconstruction of many tracks per event in 3-dimensional space. Wires of the
layers X1 and X2 are vertical and measure track coordinates in the horizontal
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Table 1: The parameters of the chambers of the Forward Spectrometer mea-
sured in the local coordinate system in mm and degrees. For the chambers
X1, U, V, X2 the 1st half is the left part of the chamber (if observer looks
downstream the beam). For the chambers Y1 and Y2 the 1st half is the
upper part.
parameter X1 Y1 U V Y2 X2
position of layer center, x' 139.8 50 140.0 138.2 120 139.7
position of layer center, y' 0 2.6 0 0 1.5 0
position of layer center, z' -302.8 -206.9 -49.0 53.0 202.0 302.9
width of gap, w 92.7 125.2 110.7 113.8 172.3 172.1
wire length 560 1350 660 700 1638 800
number of wires, 1st half 112 48 144 144 64 176
number of wires, 2nd half 160 48 144 144 64 176
angle between wires & y' 0 90 9.36 -9.44 90 0
plane. Wires of the layers Y1 and Y2 are horizontal and measure track
coordinates in the vertical plane. Wires of the layers U and V are nearly
vertical. They are rotated by an angle of about 10 degrees with respect to
the vertical direction counter-clockwise and clockwise respectively. These
layers allow to resolve the events with many tracks.
To describe the lay-out of the Forward Spectrometer, it is convenient
to use a local coordinate system of the Forward Spectrometer with the z
axis normal to the drift chambers. We place the center of this local system
in the point (0; 0; 1304) mm of the global system, that is approximately in
the center of the Forward Spectrometer. The local coordinate system is
rotated around the y axis (of the global system) by 5:1
Æ
counter-clockwise
and around the x axis (of the global system) by 0:78
Æ
counter-clockwise
(the observer is assumed to be at the positive ends of the axes of rotation).
Fig. 2 shows a scheme of one layer. Table 1 presents values of geometrical
parameters of the layers
1
.
The drift chambers consist of two adjacent rows of hexagonal drift cells,
g. 3. The cell is formed by 6 cathode wires in the corners of the hexagon and
one anode wire in its center. The ionization electrons left behind a charged
particle are gathered usually towards two anodes, one to the left side from
the track and the other to the right side. Assuming the uniform distribution
of the crossings over the anode wire step, 4.33 mm, one can determine an
initial space resolution of the device, 4:33=
p





, see g. 3, allows to determine the track position with better
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Figure 1: The Forward Spectrometer chambers layout.
accuracy. The readout system measures these times and provides for the
two-wire hits few times as better accuracy as the initial one. This precision
is enough for the experiment.
3 Clusters and coordinates
To reconstruct a track one should rst reconstruct those places or regions
where a particle crossed each sub-detector of the set. These hits in the drift
chambers are recognized as clusters, groups of adjacent signalling anode
wires. The anode wire producing signal in the given event is called hereafter
an active wire, otherwise it is an empty wire. The cluster comprises the
active wires, but it is allowed to have also any number of the empty wires
placed by one between the active wires. Thus, two or more adjacent empty
wires disrupt the cluster. Fig. 4 shows a few typical congurations.
Fig. 5c shows the distribution of the total number of clusters appearing
in all chambers. There are 8 clusters per event in average, and 30{40 clusters
in maximum. Figs. 5a,b present the distributions of the number of wires in








































































Figure 2: The scheme of one chamber of the forward spectrometer. All
chambers have similar layout but dierent orientation and dimensions. The
rst and the second halves of the chamber may have dierent number of


















Figure 3: The hexagonal structure of the drift chamber.
7
clusters
median plane with cluster images
Figure 4: Some examples of the active wire congurations recognized as
clusters. The black and open circles are active and empty anode wires
respectively.
left and in the right half of the X1 chamber respectively. It is seen that over
50% of the clusters appear with two wires. Besides the usual 2-wire clusters
there is a considerable fraction of odd clusters having dierent numbers of
wires
2
. Fig. 5d presents the distribution of the number of wires in those
clusters from the chamber X1 which were associated with any track (after
the track reconstruction). At the reconstruction only the clusters having
from 1 to 5 wires were taken into account. It is seen that the fraction of
the odd clusters in the last distribution gets much less. Apparently, some of
them are originated not from the charged tracks but from other reasons.
For the track reconstruction algorithm the cluster is modelled as a seg-
ment of the straight line positioned in a chamber median plane (g. 4) and
having the length of the wires of given chamber. This segment is called a
cluster image. The image is positioned in the middle between the normal
projections of the two edge wires of the cluster to the median plane unless
it is the 2-wire cluster. To employ the precision of the drift chambers, posi-
tions of 2-wire clusters are calculated with usage of drift time by a method
described in [6].
The distance between the particle trajectory and the cluster is the small-
est distance from the trajectory (where it is assumed to be) to the cluster
image. The distance is calculated in the 3-dimensional space.
4 Track reconstruction
For the purpose of this paper it is assumed that the track is a group of
clusters, no more than one per layer, created by single charged particle. To
reconstruct the tracks means to combine the clusters into groups which most




Also the number of one-wire clusters diers in the left and in the right half. This
eect persists in the other layers too.
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number of wires in clusters
(d)
Figure 5: The number of wires in clusters for the left(a) and right(b) half
of chamber X1, the total number of clusters in all 6 chambers(c), and the
number of wires in clusters associated with tracks for chamber X1(d).
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The particle usually produces one cluster close to the point of intersection
with the layer, however it sometimes produces no clusters. There may be
other particles producing other clusters in the same layer. There may be also
random clusters produced by background or electronic noise. Our method
of the track reconstruction is eective provided that the following statement
is true: if there is a cluster in the immediate vicinity of the real track, it
likely belongs to the track. In the Forward Spectrometer this is provided by
the large eÆciency and precision of the drift chambers together with their
little noise and the small average number of clusters in each layer.
4.1 Pattern recognition
Fringe eld of the magnet in the region of the drift chambers does not bend
strongly the particle trajectories between the chambers. Therefore the clus-
ters formed by a single particle are drawn up along some straight line which
is close to the true particle trajectory. If the number of clusters is insuÆcient
for determination of the single line in 3-dimensional geometry, there may be
some set of possible lines. Therefore, we look for combinations of clusters
drawing up on straight lines. Although not all such combinations represent
the real tracks, comparing all possible combinations one can identify those
which most probably represent the real tracks.
For the purpose of this paper, a straight pattern or a pattern is a combi-
nation of clusters, no more than one per layer and no less than four in total,
located on or near a straight line drawn on them. If a single cluster in a
layer is located near the straight line, it belongs to the straight pattern by
denition. If there are two or more clusters in the same layer close enough
to the straight line, two or more dierent straight patterns are considered.
Whether the clusters are located on a straight line or not is numerically
evaluated as follows. The residual between the trajectory approximation
and the cluster is minimal distance between the trajectory and the cluster
image in 3D space. An optimal trajectory is a straight line providing the
minimum value of sum of squares of residuals for all clusters of the track.
Thus, the square root from this value is root-mean-square (RMS) of the
residuals. Actually, the current version of the program calculates the tra-
jectory considering the clusters as the innite straight lines positioned at
the cluster images, see above. Then, on each innite image line it nds the
point closest to the trajectory and checks whether this point is between the
wire ends. If it is outside, the pattern is discarded. Otherwise, the RMS of
residuals is compared to a maximum allowed value, 5 mm for this paper. If
the real value is more than that, the pattern is discarded as well.
Another requirement is that the straight line of the track should cross
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some imaginary window positioned in front of the Forward Spectrometer.
This condition suppresses the background tracks arriving not from the tar-
get. This window is currently represented by a rectangle with sizes 3 meters
in the horizontal dimension and 1 meter in the vertical dimension. Its center
is placed at the point (0,0,-1800)mm in the local coordinate system of the
Forward Spectrometer.
To reduce the number of 4-layer ghost patterns the program eliminates
any 4-layer pattern which trajectory traverses through the sensitive areas of
the Y chambers. Thus, from all 4-layer tracks only those are kept which are
associated with clusters in the planes X1, U, V, X2 and pass via the gaps of
two Y chambers or outside them.
Following these denitions and auxiliary requirements the program iden-
ties all straight patterns existing in the data for the current event. For re-
ducing of the computing time some ltering of the data is applied
4
. Details
of the ltering procedure are given in appendix.
4.2 Ghost pattern removing
The ghost tracks consist of the clusters belonging originally to dierent
tracks and/or background, but lying eventually on a straight line.
This happens when there is a track or random noise clusters lying very
close to another track, g 6
5
.
In particular, such an uncertainty is usual for clusters in the Y planes.
Due to the little rotating angle of the U and V planes their resolution in the
vertical direction is poor. Hence, at one good track and one more random
cluster in the Y1 or Y2 plane at about 5 cm distance from the track the
straight line can often be drawn via the random cluster as well as via true
one.
In our 3D geometry we can draw a straight line via any combination of
4 innite cluster image lines. If a particular 4-layer combination is the part
of a larger 5 or 6-layer pattern, the 4-layer combination is not the pattern
by denition. Otherwise, it may happen that this line, while connecting any
random clusters, ts all auxiliary requirements of section 4.1. Unfortunately,
4
In the book [3] checking all possible cluster combinations without data ltering is
called \total combinatorial method". It is suggested that due to the large number of
combinations the method is applicable only in the simplest cases with a little number of
clusters.
5
Pattern with clusters number (2,1,1,1,1) eectively prohibits any of the following 4-
layer patterns by denition: if a single cluster in a layer is near the straight line, it belongs
to the straight pattern by denition. The auxiliary requirement for the 4-layer pattern
to have clusters in the planes X1, U, V, X2 is not applied for this example. If applied, it

















Figure 6: Symbolic view of 3-dimensional problem. (Each pattern are rep-
resented by the line which crosses the clusters associated with the pattern.)
One extra cluster near 5-layer track may induce any of 5 extra ghost pat-
terns. What to choose?
we can not reject all 4-layer tracks since this would cause lost of good tracks
traversing the gaps of the Y-chambers, but crossing the working area of the
X1, X2, U, and V chambers. Thus, we need another criterion indicating
ghost tracks.
Calculating how close an optimal track line passes to the clusters, one
can apply a straggling criterion. The 5 and 6-layer ghost tracks usually have
larger space straggling compared with that of the real tracks. This makes
the straggling criterion useful for investigation of them. However, the 4-
layer tracks always have zero straggling, no matter, ghost or real. If there
are two or more 5-layer or 6-layer patterns with a few common clusters, their
straggling, if dierent, indicates the best track, but the straggling does not
indicate whether all of them or only one can represent a real track.
The ghost tracks are often concentrated around the real tracks using their
clusters as a part of themselves, see the example in g 6. This is seen as a
group of a few clusters crossed sometimes by tens of patterns. It is obvious
that all those patterns can not represent the real tracks simultaneously,
because the probability that many real particles simultaneously y via so
narrow region should be considered as zero. We may consider these patterns
as redundant patterns, which all together are not necessary for occupation of
majority of clusters. Then, we must choose one or a few from these patterns
so as to reduce the number of clusters occupied by more than one pattern.
It is also clear that the more clusters are associated with the pattern, the
more preferable the pattern is. If there is a range of clusters occupied by the
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only pattern, this pattern should never be rejected. In general, the number
of free clusters not occupied by patterns should be minimized. Obviously,
it should be some balance between the number of patterns, the number of
unoccupied clusters, and some cumulative number of clusters occupied by
more than one pattern. All three numbers should be the least and balanced.
Thus, the criterion for the pattern selection is the following: occupation of
the largest number of clusters by the least number of patterns with the least
number of clusters occupied by more than one pattern.
This criterion can be expressed by the following numerical solution: nd-
















is the number of the patterns included in the combination, N
f
is








  1g ; (2)
N
clp
is the number of the combined patterns associated with a given cluster.
Thus, if none or one pattern is associated with the given cluster, it does not
add anything to N
m
. If two patterns are associated with the cluster, it adds
1, and so on. The parameters k are assumed to be not negative numbers,
their values depend on the conditions of the experiment
6
.
An important feature of expression (1) is the following: if all clusters in
all layers of the set are divided to two or more groups such that there is no
pattern involving simultaneously the clusters from dierent groups, then S
is equal to sum of S
group
calculated for every group.
Any pattern with N
t
clusters, when added to other patterns, changes













There are two other approaches. By the compatibility graph method[3] it is proposed
to look for the maximal number of patterns which do not have common clusters. The
number of unoccupied clusters is ignored. Therefore, one should prefer the larger number
of shorter patterns to the smaller number of longer patterns, although the longer patterns
are usually more reliable. The MDL principle[4] requires the selection of \the set of
hypotheses that describe the data with the shortest possible encoding". The length of
encoding is proposed to be calculated as a weighted sum of the number of unoccupied
data points (the same as N
f
), the number of the parameters describing the hypotheses
(4N
p
in our case), and the deviation between the data and the hypotheses. By our point
of view, the deviation must not aect if the cluster occupancy items provide the reliable
solution. If two tracks are compatible, the track with larger 
2
is not worser than the
track with smaller 
2
, provided that the both values of 
2
are acceptable (in particular,




is the number of the clusters belonging to this new pattern and
associated also with other patterns, and N
tf
is the number of the clusters
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Then, since the minimum of N
t




To suppress the ghost tracks we allow only very reliable 6-layer crossing
patterns with one common cluster. Applying this condition to (3) we have
k
p
  4 + k
m
> 0 and k
p










determines the choice between longer tracks or larger
number of occupied clusters. Put another way, it is the choice between
smaller number of longer tracks and larger number of shorter tracks. Si-
multaneous involving of the tracks from both groups is assumed to be sup-
pressed by track crossings. To nd a proper value of k
p
we assume that
two 6-layer patterns (occupying 12 clusters) are less preferable than three
5-layer ones (occupying 15 clusters), and more preferable than two 5-layer
patterns and one 4-layer pattern (occupying 14 clusters). Examples of such
congurations are shown in gs. 7 and 8. From these assumptions we have
2k
p
+ 11 > 3k
p
+ 8 and 2k
p
+ 10 < 3k
p




The conditions (8) and (9) determine the working point quite well. They





The program should evaluate the control sum for all combinations of the
patterns. At tens of patterns this results in huge number of possible com-
binations. In general, for m patterns there are 2
m
combinations. However,
there is some solution based on ltering and providing good performance.
The ltering procedure is reported in appendix.
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3 51 2 4 pattern numbers         S
1,2                    2k  +11 p
p3,4,5                 3k  +8
Figure 7: Two 6-layer patterns and three 5-layer patterns.
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If there are many pattern combinations with the least control sum S, the
program checks that each combination has at least one track with more than
4 clusters. Otherwise, there is no sense to compare the straggling since the
4-layer track always has zero residual in this geometry. The events violating
this condition are declared not reconstructed.
In the current version the straggling of the pattern combination is eval-
uated by a mean residual of the tracks, which is the sum of the root-mean-
square residuals of tracks divided on the number of tracks.
The program evaluates the mean straggling of every track combination
and compares the straggling of dierent combinations. If there is one com-
bination with straggling of 1.5 times less than that of the others, this best
combination is selected. Otherwise, the event is declared not reconstructed.
Finally, we will discuss how this procedure would solve the simplest
conguration shown in g. 6. If there are one 5-layer pattern and 4-layer
patterns, all 4-layer ones are rejected owing to larger control sum, and only
the 5-layer pattern is accepted regardless its straggling. If there are two
5-layer patterns, two combinations of the patterns, namely one or another
pattern, are selected as having the least control sum of 3.5. Thus, the
combination of two is rejected due to the larger control sum equal to 13.
16
If one of the 5-layer patterns has straggling 1.5 times less than that of the
other, this very pattern is nally accepted. Otherwise, the event is skipped.
5 Results
The performance of the track reconstruction procedure is illustrated in g.
10.
Fig. 10a demonstrates the root-mean-square residual (straggling) of all
5-layer and 6-layer patterns found in the data. A large mixture of ghost
patterns with random straggling makes this distribution almost uniform till
the largest allowed straggling.
If there is the only 5-layer or 6-layer pattern in the data, it is expected
to be the real track. This is conrmed by g. 10b, where only the patterns
from the 1-pattern events are included. Their residuals are peaked around
0.6{0.8 mm, which corresponds by the order of magnitude to the expected
chamber resolution.
The other patterns obtained in many pattern events are collected in
g. 10c. This picture, if compared to g. 10a, shows even more uniform
distribution, because the good patterns appearing in one-pattern events are
not included anymore. However, this distribution is still expected to have a
number of real tracks mixed with ghost patterns.
To extract the real tracks the program looks for the pattern combina-
tion with the minimal control sum (1). If it nds a unique combination with
the least control sum, it accepts these patterns as the real tracks and plots
their residuals in g. 10d. This latter gure, while being in sharp contrast
with the ancestor g. 10c, resembles g. 10b, which includes mostly the
real tracks. This similarity is especially signicant because there is no any
selection by residuals applied before this stage (except the general require-
ment specifying that the straggling of the valid pattern should be less than
5 mm). This means that searching of the pattern combination with the
minimal control sum results in reconstruction of the real tracks.
If there is no any unique combination and thus there are more than one
pattern combination with the least control sum, all the patterns belonging
to these 'best' combinations are put in g. 10e. One can see that this
distribution is again almost uniform. Residuals of the patterns obtained by
the straggling criterion are shown in g. 10f. This last distribution resembles
the nominal one from g. 10b, however its tail is suppressed. This criterion
apparently provides more severe selection.
The distribution of the number of cluster combinations with the best
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Figure 10: Straggling (RMS of residuals) of 5-layer and 6-layer patterns:
(a) all registered patterns; (b) one pattern per event; (c) many patterns per
event; (d) patterns selected by the minimization of redundancy. (e) patterns
from combinations with the minimum control sum provided that there are
many such combinations; (f) patterns selected by the straggling criterion.
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criterion are shown in gs. 11a,b. Only events with single combination are
subject for further treatment. It is seen that the majority of the events are
already prepared after passing the control sum minimization (the solid line).
Most of the others are decoded by the straggling criterion (the dashed line).
The program reconstructs tracks in 35{45% of events. Figs. 11c,d show
the rate of success and the reasons for failure. This is expressed by a return
code of the tracking package. Before calling the package this computer
variable is assigned by 0. The tracking package returns some positive value
which is interpreted as follows:
1. Success.
2. Too few active layers, less than 4.
3. The total number of clusters is too large for the successful analysis,
more than 30.
4. The total number of combinations of the clusters from dierent layers
is too large for the analysis. The threshold may be between 5000
and 50000 combinations for this detector. The combinations include
any variants with empty layers. If the clusters are evenly distributed
among the layers, this corresponds to 3{5 real clusters per layer.
5. No patterns recognized. All geometrical restrictions are applied includ-
ing passing through the window in front of the Forward Spectrometer,
and special requirements for 4-layer tracks.
6. The mean number of the patterns crossing the cluster averaged over all
clusters associated with at least one pattern is too large for analysis,
more than 40. Otherwise the picture is usually too complicated to
recognize real tracks.
7. Many combinations of tracks with the least control sum and similar
straggling, the program fails to identify the redundant tracks.
Conditions 3, 4, and 6 allow to avoid the treatment of the events with too
much mess. Such events, while being seldom reconstructed successfully,
consume a largest fraction of computing time. Figs. 5c and 13a,b show
that the cuts of the conditions 3 and 4 allow almost all events. Even if the
largest number of cluster combinations is set to the minimal value, 5000, the
program misses a few percent of the events only. Comparing the sets of the
pictures in gs. 11 and 12 one can see that the variation of the maximum
allowed number of cluster combinations in this interval, 5000{50000, does
not essentially aects the number of reconstructed events as well as any
19
other characteristic. Meanwhile, at the less cut, 5000 combinations, the
treatment gets faster.
The largest failure rate comes from the events where there are no recog-
nized tracks at all, return code 2 and 5. Even if some of these events contain
the real tracks, the tracks are not registered due to the nite geometric ac-
ceptance, the nite drift chamber eÆciency and resolution. The ineÆciency
of the track reconstruction procedure itself can be evaluated by items 3, 4,
6, and 7. The largest income among them is associated in g. 11c with
item 7, which is failure to identify the best pattern combination among a
few incompatible ones. Nevertheless, the patterns exist in these events and
the real tracks are expected to exist as well. In our specic conditions it
happens in about 7% of the processed events.
About 20% of the reconstructed events have two tracks, a few percent
have three or more, gs. 12a,b. Distribution of the number of clusters
associated with the tracks is shown in g. 12, c and d.
Time of computer treatment of one event measured in seconds per event
can be estimated by 50=f , where f is the processor frequency measured in
MHz.
6 Conclusions
The setup is characterized by low track multiplicity (one or a few tracks),
a few noise clusters per layer, and many ghost patterns. The track recon-
struction is a composition of two major tasks: pattern recognition and ghost
pattern removal. The tasks are solved by the means of data ltering. The
pattern is recognized as a range of clusters lying on a straight line. The real
tracks are recognized amidst the ghost tracks as a combination of patterns
providing the balance between the number of patterns, the number of un-
occupied clusters and the number of multiply occupied clusters. In other
words, it is optimization of insuÆciency and redundancy of cluster occupa-
tion by the minimal necessary number of patterns, or, shortly, optimization
of cluster occupation. The solution of the this problem depends on three pa-
rameters determining signicance of these numbers. In complicated cases,
when there are several combinations of patterns providing good balance,
smaller residuals of the real tracks indicate the correct solution.
Author thanks G. D. Alkhazov, A. V. Kravtsov, and A. N. Prokoev for
explicit information on the Forward Spectrometer. Author is grateful to
A. V. Kravtsov, A. N. Prokoev, and T. Hennino for the analysis of the
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Figure 11: Statistics of the track reconstruction procedure: (a) and (c) are
for events with the number of cluster combinations less than 50000, (b) and
(d) are for events with that less than 5000. (a) and (b): the solid line is
the number of the combinations with the minimal control sum, the dashed
line is the same after application of the straggling criterion (if there are a
few combinations with the minimal control sum and the straggling criterion
allows to select one, the others are eliminated). (c) and (d): the return code
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Figure 12: The number of tracks per event(a) and the number of clusters
per track(b).
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A Collecting of straight patterns
The direct way to collect the straight patterns is checking all combinations
of all clusters in all layers. However, there is well known problem of com-
binatorial explosion, which makes this solution not eective in many cases.
Usual alternative solution is based on gradual inclusion of layer by layer,
associating candidate patterns with clusters of the new layer, and perform-
ing an analysis to remove not perspective combinations
7
. It is crucial to
perform the eective analysis. Otherwise, if it does not remove many bad
combinations at each step, this may even increase the number of the checked
combinations. (The number of nal combinations remains the same. On
each preliminary step there are some more.) It is also crucial to reduce the
amount of geometrical calculations, particularly the number of track tting
calls, because it is the longest task for computations.
Let us assume that there are q layers in total (q = 6 for the Forward
Spectrometer), currently we consider q
init
rst layers, and the valid pattern
can have q
a;min
active layers (4 in our case). Following the straight pattern
denition we dene the candidate pattern for q
init
< q layers to be a cluster
combination consisting of n clusters located on or near a straight line, no
more than one cluster per layer, and such that 0  n  q
init





. If a cluster is near the straight line, it does not necessarily belong to
the candidate pattern.
We consider the cluster combination C with q
init
included layers and a
partial semi-empty cluster combination C
p
with the same included layers
and associated clusters except some which are substituted to the empty




is presented also in C. The








, and C is the correct
candidate pattern, then C
p




Indeed, as having fewer clusters it has more freedom. If C is prolonged
towards one group of clusters in q   q
init
layers yet to be included, C
p
can
be connected with other clusters. If the candidates C and C
p
are connected
to the same clusters in the extra layers, the pattern derived from C
p
is not
accepted. According to the pattern denition, which says that \if a single
cluster in a layer is near the straight line, it belongs to the straight pattern
by denition", only the pattern derived from C can be accepted. Otherwise,
if C and C
p
are connected to the dierent clusters in the extra layers, the
both are accepted as the dierent patterns.
However, if C
p
determines the trajectory with good precision and so
7
Another solution is based on articial neural networks
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does C, it is unlikely that C
p
turns aside. This would require for a cluster
in the extra layer to be positioned in the scope of C
p
, but out of the scope
of C. If C
p
determines the trajectory well, this region is very small and the
probability to have a random cluster in it is little. Therefore it is likely that
the candidates C and C
p
will be connected to the same clusters in the extra
layers, and the pattern derived from C
p
will not be accepted.
Otherwise, if C
p
is developed to another pattern, it is probably that the
latter pattern will have the smaller number of clusters than that derived
from C (because C
p
already has fewer clusters). C
p
will, of course, have 4
common clusters with C (at 4 clusters the trajectory is determined). At the
minimization of the control sum the pattern with fewer clusters, probably
that derived from C
p
, will be rejected.
Thus, it is seen that C
p
is usually the useless candidate pattern, which
usually can not represent the real track. To reduce the number of checks it
is useful to remove C
p
. To reduce the probability of connection of C and
C
p
to dierent clusters in the extra layers it is useful to include the layers
beginning from external ones. The program includes layers in the following
order: X1, X2, Y1, Y2, U, V. To reduce the probability for pattern derived
from C
p
to have more clusters than that from C it is useful to require for C
to have more than 1 extra cluster to allow the removal of C
p
. At calculations
of the plots for this paper it was required to have at least 2 extra clusters.
Even if the program can not remove C
p
, it does not need to perform the
geometrical calculations to approve that the clusters of the partial combi-
nation lie on a straight line. Only total C should be checked.
Thus, the program includes layer by layer. On the each step it associates
the candidate patterns with the clusters of the new layer and performs an
analysis to remove not perspective combinations. The total number of the













is the number of clusters in layer i. It was noted that at layer-by-

























is equal to N
inc


























g. 13a,b by the dashed and dotted line respectively. The axes are measured
in the common logarithm. The value N
inc
, while being restricted by (12), is
expected to be close to N
inc;max
.
Together with these formal combinatorial quantities the pictures show
distributions of real amounts of tests which involve geometrical calculations.
These event-by-event distributions are obtained during the data treating. If
all the formal tests allow the cluster combination, the program switches to
the geometrical tests, the number of such calls being summed up for the
total event and plotted in the g. 13a. If the straight line for the candidate
pattern that is being joined with the new cluster is known, the minimal
distance from this line to the new cluster is compared with the maximal
allowed distance, 100 mm for this paper. If the actual distance is larger, the
combination is discarded. Otherwise the new track line is calculated by all
clusters of this combination
8
. Then, this line is checked by all conditions
listed in section 4.1. The geometrical conditions for patterns are applied for
testing the candidate pattern. If all tests are passed, the candidate pattern
is approved. Thus, how often the new straight line is calculated (the longest
task for computations) is presented in g. 13b. The number of calls for
the straight line calculation is summed up for a total event and plotted in
this gure. This number, while matching the slope of the N
inc;max
curve,
is almost by an order of magnitude smaller than that. Figs. 13, a and b,
compared to each other, show that this result is mainly provided by the
formal tests that do not include geometry.
B Minimization of the control sum
The expression (1), while being very useful in theory, requires checks of the
extremely large number of pattern combinations. As it was noted, for m
patterns there are 2
m
pattern combinations. However, this expression has a
few more features, that allow to solve the problem of eÆciency.










uating by (3) how much S can be changed when adding a new pattern to
8
The Kalman ltering method[3] provides another mathematical solution for this step



























































































Figure 13: The common logarithm of the number of cluster combinations
versus the common logarithm of the number of pattern candidates passed
not geometrical tests (a) and versus the common logarithm of the number of
pattern candidates for which the trajectories have been calculated(b). The
binary logarithm of the number of patterns versus the number of studied
combinations(c).
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. This means that if after
addition of p
i






can not constitute the

















can have the least control sum.





and now looking for another pattern which could be added to this combi-
nation. If the program nds that at addition of a pattern p
i
the value of S







larger combinations prolonging this one.
On the other hand, let us suppose that S gets smaller but it is still
larger than S
min
obtained for certain pattern combination of the set of







and any larger combinations provided that any of




can not reduce S by the value S S
min
or more.
A quick way to estimate the lower limit of the possible reduction is to ignore
the real pattern conguration and to assume that the left patterns occupy
the left clusters by an optimal way. (The left clusters in this context are all
clusters except those occupied by the patterns of the current combination
and except those unoccupied by any pattern at all. The latter clusters do
not inuence on the pattern selection).
For example, if there are 7 left clusters and a few 4-cluster patterns, the
optimal value of S can be reached either at involving of one pattern occu-
















  1:5, or at two



















. At the current choice of coeÆcients







  1:5 > S
min
, the program






and any larger combinations pro-
longing this one.
Using this principle it is easy to calculate the lower limits for one, two,
and even for three left patterns and for any numbers of the left clusters.
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Expressions for a larger number of patterns and a large number of the left
clusters gets more complicated, but their derivation is not necessary. The
largest fraction of the calculations of the control sum occurs when there are
a few left patterns. On the other hand, at many left patterns the possible
reduction of the control sum is usually exaggerated and it does not allow
to skip the checks. Therefore we applied this method only for investigation
of one, two, and, sometimes, three left patterns. This simple procedure is
found to be very useful for avoiding the large number of checks.




(see section 4.2). This
also should provide the reduction of the number of combinations. However,
this feature is not still used in the current program.
At the beginning of the ghost pattern removal stage the program orders
patterns according to the number of clusters in them. Naturally, it puts on
the rst place the patterns with the largest number of clusters. Then, it
evaluates all useful combinations making use of the features listed above.
A recurrent function is called with the argument that determines the par-




. This function tries









is one of the left patterns, taken in
turn from the ordered list of the patterns starting from the next to p
i 1
. If
the new combination of i patterns is the best, it is memorized. If adding of
one else pattern to the combination of i patterns looks promising, the func-








Thus, this procedure provides indirect checks of all the possible com-
binations. The actual number of the calculations of the control sum lled
to histogram in g. 13c is usually much less than the total number of the
pattern combinations, 2
m
, shown by the dashed line (the number of the
combinations is plotted in the binary logarithmic scale).
A contemporary computer can handle thousands of combinations. The
problem may arise at millions or more iterations, which is quite real perspec-
tive starting from the 20-pattern event. Fortunately, the gap between the
total number of combinations and the number of evaluated ones is quickly
increasing with the growth of the number of patterns. This allows to reduce
the amount of calculations by many orders of magnitude. Thus, usage of
the features of the control sum allows to avoid the combinatorial explosions.
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